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COMATEL AND PEJ PRESENTED THE MULTILINER MACHINES IN BARCELONA
Fidel Molina and Ramon Rojo, on behalf of the Comatel Group, and Pepe Valls and Jose
Manuel Rojo as spokesmen for the Catalan commercial company PEJ (Productos Electronicos
de Juego), showed different Multiliner models from the prestigious Austrian manufacturer
Amatic to Catalan companies on 22nd January. In addition, the presentation was held at the
Moritz Brewery, a place full of tradition and charm located in the heart of Barcelona where
attendees had the opportunity to visit its facilities.
The people who attended the event witnessed three products that fit perfectly in the Catalan
market and on which they can make the most of their performance: the MultiLiner X3000,
X4000, V24 Bar € and V24 Bar "fichas" which are already approved in the Catalan community.
The attractiveness of these machines lies in the quality of their components and their graphics
as well as their versatility due to the wide variety of games available, including slots and
roulette, appearing in game configurations, with credits and "fichas" game.
The explanation on the operation of the MultiLiner machines was carried out by PEJ and took
place in a very pleasant environment where the attendees, Comatel Management and the
speakers left aside the commercial nature of the event to make way for a more informal
meeting among colleagues of the industry. Fidel Molina pointed out that they were summoned
to share something different and to inform them that they had at their disposal some
magnificent models.

NEWS IN PASTÓN
The new brand Pastón.es starts the year by opening Free Spins for its slots. These consist of
free spins that return the balance to the player for a specific slot, and it is a powerful
marketing tool for the operators.
Pastón launched the most romantic promotion of the year, its Valentine's promo, to celebrate
the launch of the Free Spins. Players could win up to 60 Free Spins from 11th to 14th February.
Besides this, Pastón is working with different providers to integrate more and more casino
games to its online offer.
Pastón online betting shop will be present at the International Gaming Show with Comatel at
its stand C6 in Hall 3 to show its novelties. Also, in his exhibition they will give room to the
land- based sports betting for Hostelry and Arcades sites. It is a new adventure that Pastón
puts in place looking for synergies between the online and land-based channels in order to
offer more options to all its clients on both platforms. The land-based project is very advanced,
and soon the license will be requested to the Generalitat Valenciana with a total of 700 sale
points at the time of the launch.

SALONES Y FERIAS

COMATEL DISEMBARKED AT ICE LONDON
The Comatel Group was present at the ICE Totally Gaming fair in London on 5th, 6th and 7th
February where more than 600 exhibitors participated in a space of 52,000 m2. Every year
leading companies in the industry come together in this top event in the industry comparable
to G2E in Las Vegas.
This year the Comatel Group together with Amatic have presented great innovations that will
provide greater product diversity for both Arcades and Hostelry. Specifically, an
unprecedented model for the Spanish market which you can play roulette with Jackpot with
and Multiliner C24 multiplayer machine from the Austrian manufacturer Amatic with its new
cabinet.
In addition, the Comatel Group has taken advantage of this opportunity, as it has been doing
for years, to serve its customers and learn first-hand about the latest developments and where
the industry is headed.

THE COMATEL GROUP EXHIBITS AT THE INTERNATIONAL GAMING SHOW
The Comatel Group will once again participate as exhibitor in the 37th edition of the
International Gaming Show on 9th and 10th April at Ifema in Madrid. The event offers a
showcase for manufacturers and suppliers throughout the gaming industry to present their
novelties and also as a meeting point where to establish synergies on the vanguard of the
industry.
Comatel booth is number C6, located in Hall 3, and has a space of about 700m2 where all the
attendees can witness the most outstanding models and with greater potential such as:
Multiliner V24 machines, Multiliner Bar, Multiliner Twin, Multiliner C24 Black Edition, in
addition to the Performer Grand Arc with three screens and the Roulette Grand Jeu 24 HX and
HD with JackPot by Amatic. Besides this, new models for Hostelry will be presented which will
exceed any competitive model of the market.
All at Comatel team hope that you will come to a new appointment at its stand C6 of the
International Gaming Show on 9th and 10th April where we will have surprises.

